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IXIA SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW
An always-on, always-available Internet
experience has fundamentally changed the way
we do business. Networks are no longer simply
connected machines providing bits and bytes of
uncomplicated data. They are now vast multitechnological powerhouses with global reach
that provide media of all types. We rely on these
networks to reach other people, other places,
and other businesses.
Ixia provides testing, visibility, and security
solutions, strengthening physical, virtual, and
cloud networks. Ixia’s solutions emulate realistic
media-rich traffic and network conditions so
that customers can optimize and validate the
design, performance, and security of their predeployment and production networks. Ixia’s
solutions flow across all network types and
designs, from enterprises and government
agencies to service providers and network
equipment manufacturers (NEMs).
Ixia’s customers benefit from faster time to
market, optimized application performance, and
higher-quality deployments, ensuring that their
networks run stronger.

Founded in 1997, Ixia is an international, public company
with more than 1,800 employees. Operating worldwide, Ixia
has vast expertise in working with our customers to help
meet their networking goals:
• Ixia visibility solutions are uniquely positioned to help
organizations manage and monitor change in their
networks. Ixia provides 100% access without dropping
packets, as well as visibility intelligence, load balancing
at line rates, and context knowledge to serve the right
data to the right tool. Ixia has the most complete visibility
portfolio on the market, allowing our customers to build
a visibility architecture that best fits their network needs
today and in the future.
• Ixia security solutions allow organizations to assess
network security and resiliency by testing and
validating network and security devices with realworld application traffic and attacks. Using Ixia,
organizations can perform assessments before
production deployment and establish ongoing best
practices that harden security by assessing individual
devices, networks, and data centers. In operation, Ixia
solutions monitor traffic—clear and encrypted—to keep
malware out, enable security tools to be more efficient
by filtering out known bad traffic, and ensure security
is resilient and highly available.
Join our ever-growing customer base of successful service
providers, enterprises, NEMs, government agencies, data
center operators, and cloud providers. We have offices to
serve you all over the world.

To contact us or to get any additional information:
TOLL FREE NORTH AMERICA:
+1.877.367.4942

OUTSIDE NORTH AMERICA:
+1.818.871.1800
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EMAIL:
Contact_us@ixiacom.com
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Visibility

SOLUT IO N S

NETWORK VISIBILITY ARCHITECTURE
Ixia Visibility Architecture

SCENARIO
Today’s networks are growing in both size and
complexity, presenting new challenges for IT and network
administrators. More mobile devices are connecting to
more data from more sources—and much of that is due
to virtualization. IT challenges are further complicated by
increasingly high customer expectations for always-on
access and immediate application response. This complexity
creates network “blind spots” where latent errors germinate
and pre-attack activity lurks.
Blind spots are commonly caused by the following issues:
poor use of Switch Port Analyzer (SPAN) ports and lack
of tap ports, limiting tool access to data; dropped and
duplicated packets, which suppress or delay actionable
information; SSL-encrypted traffic that may hide malware;
and monitoring plans that are behind migration cycles.
Stressed out monitoring systems make it hard, if not
impossible, to keep up with traffic and filter data “noise” at a
rate that they were not designed to handle.
Network blind spots have become a costly and risk-filled
challenge for network operators. Further, unseen interVM and cross-blade data center traffic leaves the network
vulnerable to threats, noncompliance, loss of availability,
and impaired performance. Today, up to 80% of data center
traffic can travel between servers, making end-to-end
visibility a real challenge.
The answer to these challenges is a highly scalable visibility
architecture that helps eliminate blind spots, while providing
resilience and control without complexity. Ixia’s Visibility
Architecture delivers intelligent, resilient, and proactive
network visibility.

IXIA’S VISIBILITY SOLUTIONS
The Ixia Visibility Architecture is founded on a comprehensive
product portfolio of high-performance taps, bypass
switches, NPBs, a cloud visibility platform, and an active
monitoring solution, all of which can be easily deployed
and managed. The Ixia Visibility Architecture helps speed
application delivery and enables effective troubleshooting
and monitoring for network security, application performance,
and SLA fulfillment—and allows IT to meet compliance mandates.
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It provides a solution to support both out-of-band and
inline monitoring in network and cloud environments. The
Security Fabric, a key pillar of the Ixia Visibility Architecture,
enables fail-safe deployment of multiple inline and out-ofband security enforcement and performance tools, such as
IPSs, NGFWs, Application Performance Monitors (APMs),
Network Performance Monitors (NPMs), etc.

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE WITH IXIA’S
VISIBILITY ARCHITECTURE
Ixia’s Visibility Architecture improves performance by
providing:
• Full network visibility – Consistently send all the right
data to the right tools by matching multiple filter criteria,
eliminating dropped packets due to overlapping filter
conflicts
• Automated response technology – Instantly re-route
traffic to monitoring tools based on suspicious activity
so that you can reduce the time and cost of human
intervention to remediate network problems
• Load balancing – Distribute monitoring traffic to
several analysis tools so that you can fully use network
bandwidth and boost the efficiency of your monitoring
tools, even if their bandwidth is less than the network
bandwidth
• Sophisticated filtering and de-duplication – Increase
monitoring tool performance by eliminating unnecessary
data before it reaches a tool so that you can more easily
adhere to compliance standards and generate more
accurate tool statistics
• Zero packet loss – Deliver 100% of packets without
dropping or losing them due to load
• Easy-to-use – Ixia’s NPBs are powered by a user-friendly
drag-and-drop interface that allows you to easily
connect monitoring tools to appropriate SPAN and tap
ports with the simple click of a mouse

SIMPLIFIED MANAGEMENT

• Create network connections and filters by using
the intuitive Web-interface (GUI) so that you can
aggregate, filter, and distribute network traffic to
monitoring tools with a few clicks of the mouse and
virtually eliminate the need to rewire equipment.
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NETWORK VISIBILITY ARCHITECTURE
• Restrict access to specific filters, ports, or monitoring
tools by delivering improved access control management
to meet compliance and regulatory requirements.
• From within any Vision NPB, monitor key Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP) statistics from
any network management system so that you can view
and report on key information, such as the amount of
traffic each tool receives and instant notification of
oversubscribed tools.
• Accommodate your organization’s increasing need for
more IP addresses by easily accessing any vision NPB
using IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.

SUGGESTED PLATFORMS

Vision ONE

• All-in-one turnkey tool for lossless visibility
for both inline and out-of-band tools with an
easy-to-use Web interface
• Includes built-in availability of Ixia’s
NetStack, PacketStack, SecureStack
and AppStack capabilities, such as SSL
decryption, data masking plus, and IxFlow®.
• Forty eight 10GE/1GE SFP+ ports and four
40GE QSFP+ or 16-port 10GE

Vision 7300 (and
NEBS compliant
7303) Chassis

• Highest density NPB with up to 72 ports of
100GE each and the most advanced packet
processing throughput at 2.4Tbps
• Line-rate performance
• Modules available to enable visibility
intelligence including PacketStack,
SecureStack, and AppStack features

Vision 5288

• High-density 40G
• Up to sixty four 10GE ports
• Offers an efficient and scalable solution to
monitor 1, 10, and 40GE

Vision 5236

• Enterprise class
• 10GE visibility for fiber network
monitoring tools
• Up to 24 SFP/SFP+ Ethernet ports

Vision Edge™ 100
(E100)

• Inline and OOB capable packet broker with
NetStack features. Multi-speed capable and
massive density with (128) 10G ports in 1U size

Vision Edge 40
(E40)

• Inline and OOB capable packet broker with
NetStack features. Compatible with IFC; max
48 ports of 1/10GE; max six ports of 40GE

Ixia Fabric
Controller (IFC)

• Manage your visibility through a single
interface with centralized management with
Ixia’s SDV controller for the Ixia Visibility
Architecture

Vision xStream™ 40

• Fail-safe inline security network packet
broker with aggregation, filtering, and load
balancing for 10GE/40GE Networks

GTP Session
Controller (GSC)

• A unique NPB with Ixia’s MobileStack
features, to provide specialized, subscriberaware visibility to mobile operators

Bypass Switches

• Fail-safe devices to ensure uptime and
high availability of monitoring and security
deployments

Taps, Link
Aggregators,
Tap Aggregators

• Copies and sends traffic of interest to the
tools that are monitoring your physical
network
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Vision 7300
Vision ONE

Vision 5288

Vision Edge 100

Vision xStream 40

Vision 5236

Vision Edge 40

Bypass Switches

Taps, Link Aggregators, Tap
Aggregators
CLOUDLENS™
Ixia’s platform for public, private and hybrid cloud visibility

CloudLens
Public

• The first network-level solution that provides
VaaS through a SaaS for public cloud
• Elastically scales on-demand
• Cloud-native platform

CloudLens
Private

• Addresses the challenges of granular data
access in the private cloud and SDDC
• Ability to tap (vTap) east-west inter-VM
traffic
• Tap, aggregate, filter, process, and
manipulate traffic in a virtual environment
• Support of VMware, Microsoft Hyper-V,
KVM, and OpenStack environments
• Available with NetStack, PacketStack, and
AppStack capabilities
• Available with MobileStack to provide
subscriber-aware visibility for virtualized
and hybrid deployments of the mobile
carrier EPC
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NETWORK VISIBILITY ARCHITECTURE
SCENARIO

IXIA’S VISIBILITY INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS

Organizations are dealing with greater data volume and at
greater speeds. They require capabilities to manage the
security and monitoring of the information that traverses
their networks. Organizations need more intelligent ways
to deal with data ranging from the ability to manipulate
packets in out-of-band monitoring to more sophisticated
levels of filtering of L2–4 traffic.

To address these needs, Ixia has a full visibility intelligence
portfolio. Beginning at NetStack, there is foundational
L2–4 based filtering plus aggregation, replication, and
load-balancing. Even these are offered with a dynamic
filter compiler to automatically resolve overlapping rules,
so setting up and managing rules is simple. But, Ixia goes
beyond that to offer to offer additional filtering capabilities.

Moreover, one of the biggest challenges facing network
administrators today is complete network visibility that
extends past L4 information. Many applications run over
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) within your network
or cloud infrastructure and, thus, can be obscured. SSL
encryption can also hide data needed for monitoring, as
well as security threats, like malware.

Ixia’s PacketStack allows organizations to filter, manipulate, and
transport data. Some highlights of these capabilities include:

Access to real-time application data for monitoring tools
empowers IT professionals to make better decisions with

• Support generation of NetFlow v9 and v10 (IPFIX) and
up to 10 NetFlow collectors

better data. Application intelligence provides rich data on
the behavior and location of users and applications. This
allows IT teams to identify unknown network applications,
mitigate network security threats from suspicious
applications and locations, and spot trends in application
usage to predict and forestall congestion.

VISIBILITY INTELLIGENCE

NetStack

Robust L2–4 filtering, aggregation, replication,
load-balancing and source port labeling—
the Ixia gold standard baseline for visibility
intelligence features for all platforms

PacketStack

Intelligent packet filtering and manipulation
including deduplication, header stripping,
packet trimming, timestamping, data masking,
GRE tunneling, burst protection, and NetFlow
generation. Available for Vision 5236, Vision
5288, Vision ONE and Vision 7300, as well as
CloudLens Private

SecureStack

Optimized handling for secure traffic with Ixia's
SSL Decryption feature available for Vision ONE
and Vision 7300

• The ability to de-duplicate data to reduce bandwidth to
security and monitoring tools
• Strip headers, trim packets, and more to ensure the
packet size, content, and format aligns to the security
and monitoring tools receiving the information

Additionally, Ixia has SecureStack and AppStack capabilities
to address the need for filtering beyond L4 and to address
encrypted traffic. SecureStack and AppStack include:
• Dynamic and signature-based application detection,
filtering, and monitoring
• SSL decryption capability with stateful decrypted output
• Enables application tracking by bandwidth, session, and
geography
• Includes IxFlow – Ixia’s proprietary value-add extensions
to NetFlow. Includes information like device, browser,
OS, and more
• Data masking plus with pre-defined credit card formats
to help with PCI-DSS, HIPAA, and other regulatory
compliance items
• Hitless upgrades
Moreover, SecureStack and AppStack can be used in
addition to NetStack and PacketStack. They can also be
used for inline deployments. Information stays up to date
with regular updates through Ixia’s ATI research center.

CAM BEASLEY

”

Chief Information Security Officer, University of Texas

AppStack

Context-aware, signature-based application
layer filtering; includes application filtering,
geolocation and tagging for threat intelligence,
optional RegEx-based filtering, IxFlow NetFlow
enhancement using metadata, data masking
plus, and packet capture features. Available for
Vision ONE, Vision 7300 and CloudLens Private.

MobileStack

Visibility intelligence tailored for the mobile
operator evolved packet core; includes GTP
correlation, GTP load-balancing, location,
device, and subsriber based filtering, as well
as subscriber sampling; available for GSC and
CloudLens Private
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Ixia’s solutions outperformed the competitors we reviewed,
offering an industry-leading GUI, dynamic filtering, and improved
network responsiveness.
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NETWORK ACCESS VISIBILITY SOLUTIONS
SCENARIO
Proper network access starts with a tap. Taps provide nonintrusive access to data flowing across the network and
enable the monitoring of network links. Taps are primarily
used to optimize passive monitoring of a network link. They
are normally placed between any two network devices,
including switches, routers, and firewalls, to provide network
and security personnel a connection for monitoring devices.
Taps are used for troubleshooting and offer continuous,
non-disruptive network access.
Protocol analyzers, Remote Network Monitoring (RMON)
probes, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) and IPSs, and
other monitoring tools can now be easily connected to and
removed from the network when needed. By using a tap, you
also eliminate the need to schedule downtime to run cabling
directly to the monitoring device from network devices, thus
saving time and eliminating possible cabling issues.
Any monitoring device connected to a network device
receives the same traffic as if it were inline, including all
errors. This is achieved as the tap duplicates all traffic
on the link and forwards it to the monitoring ports. Taps
do not introduce delay nor alter the content or structure
of the data. Fiber taps are usually passive and do not
require power. Copper taps and other powered fiber taps
are designed to allow traffic to continue to flow even when
power is removed.

IXIA SOLUTIONS
The Ixia family of taps provides 100% visibility and
permanent passive access points into your network. When
a monitoring tool is needed, simply connect the device to
the tap instead of taking down the link and interrupting
traffic. Taps pass all network traffic—including L1 and L2
errors—without introducing bottlenecks or points of failure.
Regardless of interface or location in the network, we
provide a tap solution, supporting copper, multimode, and
single-mode fiber at speeds of up to 100Gbps with media
conversion models available.
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SUGGESTED PLATFORMS
Flex Tap

1/10/40/100G fiber interfaces and highly
modular ; support the most split ratios

Slim Tap

Measure traffic loads on networks that
carry VoIP, videoconferencing, and security
applications

Flex Tap VHD

Highest density tap in the market that lets you
fit 36 Taps in 1U, for scalability, while being
space efficient.

Flex Tap Secure
Plus

Prevent light from accidentally getting injected
back into your monitored link; designed for
lawful intercept applications

Gig Zero Delay
Tap

Industry’s only 10/100/1000BaseT tap with
true zero-delay operation to prevent network
disruptions for maximum network reliability

10/100/1Gb
Copper Tap

Visibility for 10/100/1Gb network monitoring
and security devices

BiDi Tap

Fiber Flex Tap module designed for use in Cisco
40G BiDi networks, specifically ACI

vTap capability provides visibility into traffic
CloudLens Private between VMs; support VMware ESXi and NSX,
Openstack KVM, and Microsoft Hyper-V
Enables multiple tools to monitor the same
Regeneration Tap network traffic while adding the flexibility of
modular SFP-based monitor ports

Link Aggregation
Tap

Provide the reverse service of the regeneration
tap; depending on the model, a link
aggregation tap aggregates network traffic
copies from multiple links onto a single
monitoring port

Port Aggregation
Tap

Provide access to a single network segment;
enables you to view full duplex traffic with a
single NIC per device, instead of two

Bypass Switches

Fail-safe devices to ensure uptime and
high availability of monitoring and security
deployments
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INLINE NETWORK VISIBILITY SOLUTIONS
SCENARIO

IXIA SOLUTIONS

Along with increased security threats and tighter regulatory
compliance requirements, today’s networks are delivering
more services and carrying greater amounts of multiprotocol traffic at higher data rates. Monitoring and
security tools need to be deployed inline to inspect every
packet and block incoming threats before they affect the
network and potentially disrupt business.

Ixia offers many solutions for inline security as part of
the inline Security Fabric, including both bypass switches
and packet brokers. For bypass switches, this includes a
combination of copper or optical interfaces and a range of
different network speeds.

Deployment of any inline tool in the network carries the risk
of the tool becoming a point of failure. Should the inline tool
become unavailable, it can bring the network link down,
making a critical segment of the network unavailable and
affecting uptime. To avoid this risk, customers need a failsafe solution that can protect the network from tool failures
while allowing inline tools to protect the network from
incoming threats.
A bypass switch is a specialized network device that
provides fail-safe inline tool protection for security and
monitoring devices. It uses a heartbeat packet to protect
the network link from application, link, or power failure on
the attached monitoring device.
Specialized packet brokers can then take this inline traffic
and filter it at line rate to groom the data quickly and
efficiently for the specific inline tools being deployed (IDS,
IPS, threat prevention, etc.).
Key benefits of packets brokers used in this
scenario include:
• Provides highly available active-active inline security
• Tool-sharing reduces costs by allowing multiple
departments in an organization to use the same
monitoring tool to monitor multiple links throughout
the organization
• Filtering increases efficiency and maximizes tool use by
sending each tool only the traffic it needs
• Tool load balancing protects the investment in existing
monitoring tools by splitting the load from 10G and 40G
links to 1G and 10G tools
• Relieves oversubscribed tools through load balancing

The Ixia iBypass Very High Density (VHD) is an intelligent
bypass switch that provides inline tool protection for inline
network link deployments. The iBypass VHD augments
network-monitoring capability through the use of microsecond
resolution heartbeat packets, SNMP traps, field-upgradeable
software, and an easy-to-use Web-based user interface.
The iBypass switch continuously checks the responsiveness
of the inline tool by sending it heartbeat packets, expecting
to receive those packets back. If the iBypass switch detects
that the tool is not responding, it will bypass the inline
tool, allowing network traffic to flow without interruption.
Should that happen, the iBypass switch issues an alert to
indicate that the tool became unavailable, allowing network
or security personnel to take appropriate actions.
The iBypass switch continues to send heartbeat packets to
the inline tool even after the tool stopped responding. As
soon as the tool becomes operational again, the iBypass reroutes traffic back through the tool to ensure that the tool
is continuing to monitor and/or protect the network.
Vision ONE, Vision E100, Vision E40, and Vision xStream 40
are NPBs for monitoring high-speed network traffic, letting
you share the network’s rapidly increasing traffic load
among multiple tools. The need to record and inspect all
traffic on high-volume 10G and 40G networks puts pressure
on organizations to invest heavily in new 10G and 40G tools
or risk oversubscribing their current tools.
Now, Vision ONE or Vision xStream 40 enables the
deployment of multiple tools in parallel, with traffic
balanced between them. This approach allows you to use
IPSs, firewalls, Web accelerators, and other inline tools more
efficiently. It also offers a comprehensive set of HA features
that are critical for fail-safe inline security tool deployment.
SUGGESTED PLATFORMS
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Vision xStream 40

40GE visibility for fiber network monitoring
tools

Vision E40
Vision E100

40GE and 100GE platforms for scalable,
rack-level visibility

Vision ONE

All-in-one turnkey tool for lossless visibility
for both inline and out-of-band tools with an
easy-to-use Web interface

iBypass 40–10

Fiber, 40GE, SR, 50μm, QSFP+ cages;
protects 4–10GE links

iBypass VHD

Highest density bypass in the market with 12
bypass switches in 1U with Ixia’s easy-to-use
Web interface

10/100/1Gb Copper
Bypass Switch

Copper Ethernet interfaces up to 1GE
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O U T- O F - B A N D N E T W O R K V I S I B I L I T Y S O L U T I O N S
SCENARIO
Taps serve as a starting point for creating a visibility
architecture. However, a problem arises if you try to
connect monitoring tools directly to a tap. Those tools
become flooded with too much data, which overloads them,
causing packet loss and CPU overload.
This is where an NPB is useful. These devices filter the data
to send only the right data to the right tool. Packets are
filtered at L2–4; Ixia can also uniquely provide up to L7
based filtering. Duplicate packets can also be removed and
sensitive content stripped before the data is sent to the
monitoring tools, if that is required, as well. This provides a
better solution to improve the efficiency and utility of your
monitoring tools.

SUGGESTED PLATFORMS

Vision ONE

• All-in-one turnkey tool for lossless visibility
for both inline and out-of-band tools with an
easy-to-use Web interface
• Includes built-in availability of Ixia’s
NetStack, PacketStack, SecureStack
and AppStack capabilities, such as SSL
decryption, data masking plus, and IxFlow®.
• Forty eight 10GE/1GE SFP+ ports and four
40GE QSFP+ or 16-port 10GE

Vision 7300 (and
NEBS compliant
7303) Chassis

• Highest density NPB with up to 72 ports of
100GE each! and the most advanced packet
processing throughput at 2.4Tbps
• Line-rate performance
• Modules available to enable visibility
intelligence including PacketStack,
SecureStack, and AppStack features

Vision 5288

• High-density 40G
• Up to sixty four 10GE ports
• Offers an efficient and scalable solution to
monitor 1, 10, and 40GE

Vision 5236

• Enterprise class
• 10GE visibility for fiber network
monitoring tools
• Up to 24 SFP/SFP+ Ethernet ports

Vision Edge™ 100
(E100)

• Inline and OOB capable packet broker with
NetStack features. Multi-speed capable and
massive density with (128) 10G ports in 1U size

Vision Edge 40
(E40)

• Inline and OOB capable packet broker with
NetStack features. Compatible with IFC.; max
48 ports of 1/10GE; max six ports of 40GE

Ixia Fabric
Controller (IFC)

• Manage your visibility through a single
interface with centralized management with
Ixia’s SDV controller for the Ixia Visibility
Architecture

Vision xStream™ 40

• Fail-safe inline security network packet
broker with aggregation, filtering, and load
balancing for 10GE/40GE Networks

GTP Session
Controller (GSC)

• A unique NPB with Ixia’s MobileStack
features, to provide specialized, subscriberaware visibility to mobile operators

Bypass Switches

• Fail-safe devices to ensure uptime and
high availability of monitoring and security
deployments

Taps, Link
Aggregators,
Tap Aggregators

• Copies and sends traffic of interest to the
tools that are monitoring your physical
network

Packet brokers provide the following typical benefits:
• Filtering of monitoring data that sends multiple
streams of data to the different tools on your network
• Aggregating data from multiple sources
• Load balancing filtered data to multiple tools
• Deduplicating packet data
• Manipulating packets (header stripping, packet
trimming, data masking, etc.)

IXIA SOLUTIONS
Ixia’s Security Fabric, as part of the Ixia Architecture,
helps speed application delivery and enables effective
troubleshooting and monitoring for network security,
application performance, and SLA fulfillment—and allows IT
to meet compliance mandates. Ixia’s out-of-band network
visibility solutions are comprised of a comprehensive
product portfolio of high-performance taps, virtual taps,
and NPBs, all easily deployed and managed.
The Vision portfolio of NPBs are powered by a user-friendly
drag-and-drop interface that allows you to easily connect
monitoring tools to appropriate SPAN and tap ports with
the simple click of a mouse.
Ixia NPBs offer simplified, intuitive management that is key
to keeping total cost of ownership low. They enable you to:
• Create network connections and filters by using
the intuitive GUI to aggregate, filter, and distribute
network traffic to monitoring tools with a few clicks of
the mouse and virtually eliminate the need to rewire
equipment
• Restrict access to specific filters, ports, or monitoring
tools by delivering improved access control
management to meet compliance and regulatory
requirements
• Vision NPBs monitor key SNMP statistics from any
network management system so that you can view
and report on key information, such as the amount of
traffic each tool receives, and get instant notification of
oversubscribed tools
• Accommodate your organization’s increasing need for
more IP addresses by easily accessing the NPB using
IPv4 or IPv6 addresses

Ixia Solutions Overview © Keysight Technologies, 2017 | Visibility
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CLOUD VISIBILITY SOLUTIONS
SCENARIO
While the benefits of cloud deployments are many,
including increased flexibility, agility and most importantly,
scale, accessing and monitoring virtual traffic is a challenge.
Without granular access to virtual traffic, you may suffer
from blind spots in your network that compromise
application performance or security.
For public clouds, service providers’ hyperscale
deployments are characterized by continuous
configuration changes based on demand. While resource
pooling and elastic scale are part of the cloud value
proposition, the ability to monitor virtual traffic flows at the
same scale has been limited.
Private clouds, on the other hand, use a variety of
hypervisors in their build-out. As a result, access to private
cloud data means that each hypervisor needs to be taken
into account in order to access inter- and intra-VM traffic.
Most modern enterprises do not live solely in public or
private cloud environments but use a hybrid approach.
You want to monitor data in your public cloud resources as
much as you do in your private cloud and, ideally, with tools
designed for cloud environments that are flexible and able
to address evolving cloud needs.

IXIA CLOUD VISIBILITY SOLUTIONS
CloudLens, Ixia’s platform for public, private, and hybrid
cloud visibility addresses the challenges of granular data
access in the cloud. The platform provides a framework with
which tapping and filtering abilities are scaled on demand to
meet the needs of cloud customers. Scalability, automation,
and agility are what users expect in a multi-tenant, selfservice model. With CloudLens, achieving cloud visibility
takes minutes, not hours or days.
CloudLens Public, the arm that supports public cloud
platforms, is the first network-level solution that provides
Visibility-as-a-Service (VaaS) through a Software-as-aService (SaaS). Designed from the ground up to retain the
elastic scale, flexibility, and agility benefits of the cloud,
CloudLens Public provides intelligent and automated cloud
VaaS that scales with public cloud infrastructures. The
embedded automation allows visibility and security and
monitoring tool instances to shift in response to change in
demands or failures without the need for operator in-theloop actions. With CloudLens, you can easily use cloudbased tools without having to route data to on-premises
solutions. This provides a a significant bandwidth-saving
option to customers.

offers organizations the visibility they need, while keeping
aligned to all cloud, hybrid cloud, multi-cloud, or any cloud
strategy. CloudLens supports intelligent monitoring for
OpenStack KVM, VMWare ESXi and NSX, and Microsoft
Hyper-V. Moreover, CloudLens is also vSwitch/Router
Agnostic (VSS, vDS). It combines the power of its virtual
tapping (vTap) capability with NetStack, PacketStack, and
AppStack capabilities all in the cloud. It facilitates NetFlow,
with advanced application identification and geographic
location, and deduplication to provide unprecedented
insight into network traffic in both physical and virtualized
environments. Its tunneling options include Generic Routing
Encapsulation (GRE), VLAN, and Encapsulated Remote
SPAN (ERSPAN) for maximum coverage across private
cloud deployments.
Moreover, with more clouds available, multi-cloud and
hybrid cloud visibility is required. Hybrid clouds give the
maximum flexibility, and Ixia provides complete flexibility
in monitoring options.
SUGGESTED PLATFORMS
CloudLens
Public

• The first network-level solution that provides
VaaS through a SaaS for public and private cloud
• Elastically scales on demand
• Cloud-native platform

CloudLens
Private

• Addresses the challenges of granular data access
in the private cloud and SDDC
• Ability to tap (vTap) east-west inter-VM traffic
• Tap, aggregate, filter, process, and manipulate
traffic in a virtual environment
• Support of VMware, Microsoft Hyper-V,
KVM, and OpenStack environments
• Available with NetStack, PacketStack, and
AppStack capabilities
• Available with MobileStack to provide subscriber
aware visibility for virtualized
and hybrid deployments of the mobile carrier
EPC

Vision ONE

• All-in-one turnkey tool for lossless visibility for
both inline and out-of-band tools with an easy-touse Web interface

The CloudLens platform enables you to dynamically scale
your cloud visibility as you scale your public cloud resources
without creating an extra automation and infrastructure
management burden or any configuration changes.
CloudLens Private, the arm that supports private cloud
technologies, is able to tap, filter, aggregate, process, and
manipulate traffic all in a cloud environment. CloudLens

Ixia Solutions Overview © Keysight Technologies, 2017 | Visibility
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ACTIVE NETWORK MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
SCENARIO
Network performance and user experience are critical
aspects of your business. It is vital to understand customers’
perception of network, website and application, and Wi-Fi
services. New applications introduce potential network
bottlenecks that must be quickly identified and corrected.
Not knowing impacts your revenue stream. Hawkeye™
provides you with the insight you need to manage your
network, Web and application, and Wi-Fi performance.

IXIA SOLUTION
Hawkeye is an active monitoring platform for live networks
and field use. Its core capabilities are network, Web and
application, and Wi-Fi performance monitoring with
synthetic traffic. It allows users to monitor, measure,
control, solve, and verify network infrastructure. It is based
on an open framework for integration with Operation
Support System (OSS)/Element Management System
(EMS) and IT environments.

• Ensure the QoE for your users; emulate Voice and video
traffic, covering services like standard VoIP, unified
communications (e.g., Skype for Business), or other
video conferencing
• Make sure your users can access business-critical
applications, such as Office 365, Youtube, Dropbox,
and more.
• Qualify and maintain network SLAs with diagnostic
tools for IP Transport testing, and assess L3 network
performance indicators (loss, jitter, delay).
• Diagnose network routing and resolution: verify DNS
server access and response time, discover routes
between endpoint locations and fast track trouble
shooting.
• Qualify the real capacity of your circuits; test TCP
and UDP traffic throughput over wired or wireless
connections.
If there is an issue, Hawkeye helps you identify it, quantify it,
and ultimately resolve it—before your customers experience it.

Hawkeye offers a single Web-based interface, which
scales to monitor hundreds of endpoints anywhere in the
world. Endpoints sit at remote sites (e.g., branch office
or home) and at a data center, headquarter, or private or
public cloud. Endpoints are available in both hardware and
software formats and are easy to install. They generate
synthetic traffic to inject into and receive from the live
network, reproducing real users traffic patterns. The
synthetic traffic is processed for objective quality metrics
and use for insights. Hawkeye continually measures
network performance and service status.
Hawkeye makes measurement simple with the largest
application library in the industry; this allows users to generate
many kinds of synthetic traffic to proactively monitor their live
networks. With the application library, you can:

Site-to-Site

Application Data Center Cloud

HAWKEYE ENDPOINTS
XRPi

XR2000

XR2000VM

Android

iOS

Windows

Linux

Mac

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

CORE CAPABILITIES
Network Monitoring

ü

ü

ü

Application &
Web Monitoring

ü

ü

ü

Wi-Fi Monitoring

ü

ü

SPECIFICATION DETAIL
Hardware

ü

Software

Interfaces

1*FE, 1 Wi-Fi
2,4Ghz,
5Ghz, AC

ü
ü* OVA,
AWS, AMI

ü

2GE active
by default
(up to six)

Ethernet,
Virtual
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Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Virtual, Mobile, Wireless
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Security

SOLUT IO N S

SECURITY RESILIENCE
SCENARIO
According to Kaspersky Lab, nearly 90% of companies
have suffered a security incident, with enterprises paying
an average of $551,000 to resolve each incident. Protecting
your network means more than just adding the latest
security tools. How you implement those defenses makes a
huge difference in their performance and uptime.
Deployment of any inline tool in the network carries the risk
of the tool becoming a point of failure. Should the inline tool
become unavailable, it can bring the network link down,
making a critical segment of the network unavailable and
affecting uptime. To avoid this risk, customers need a failsafe solution that can protect the network from tool failures
while allowing inline tools to protect the network from
incoming threats.
Security resilience starts at the foundation of the network,
with robust bypass switches and the intelligent distribution
of packets to inline security tools.

IXIA SECURITY RESILIENCE SOLUTIONS
Ixia Security Fabric™ ensures every security tool is online
and operating at peak performance. Ixia offers the widest
range of fail-safe bypass switches and attack surface filters
and the Vision portfolio of intelligent network packet
brokers (NPBs) to deliver resilient security solutions.

Simple Resiliency
A simple alternative to reduce the risk of planned and
unplanned downtime is to deploy a high-speed bypass
switch in front of every firewall and other security
appliance—a switch with the ability to continually monitor
all inline devices and make sure they are ready to receive
traffic. If any device goes down unexpectedly, the bypass
steers traffic around it until the device is returned to a
ready state. This eliminates the risk of a single device failure
causing a network outage.
The bypass ensures network traffic can still be inspected
by all other functioning security appliances and keeps the
overall network up and running. The best bypass switches
operate at line-rate speed and have no impact on network
availability. In addition, once a bypass switch is installed,
planned maintenance, such as configuration changes,
deployment of new appliances, or device upgrades, can be
performed without impact to the network, as the bypass
will route traffic around the offline device. Since 70–90%
of all downtime is associated with maintenance, this simple
change can dramatically increase application uptime.
While extremely useful for reducing downtime, the bypass
makes a trade-off between availability and security
inspection, since traffic is simply routed around any security
device that is unable to respond. Fortunately, there is an
even better, more resilient security solution.

(HA) using redundant
modular bypass
switches and NPBs. If
you use an NPB capable
of being deployed
in redundant activeactive mode, you will
have automatic and
instantaneous recovery
of any device in your
security architecture.
In the maximumstrength security
architecture, dual
bypass switches and
dual NPBs enable full
recovery from the failure
Security Fabric with Maximum
Strength HA
of any inline device in
the security architecture. The bypass switches deployed
in active-standby mode monitor the health of all devices,
including the NPBs, and reroute traffic from one to another,
should an outage be detected. In the case of a failure on
one branch, security is completely maintained, and users
will detect no service or application outage.
The NPBs configured for HA with complete synchronization
in active-active mode provide load balancing during
normal conditions and are configured for full protection
of all traffic if one inline security tool goes down. Again,
users experience no downtime, and security monitoring is
completely unaffected.
The benefits of an Ixia Security Fabric include:
• HA by eliminating downtime from security tool
maintenance, upgrades, or failures
• Optimal performance by filtering and load-balancing
traffic to and from multiple tools
• Operational efficiency by reducing security alerts
• Significant ROI by making more efficient use of security
tool capacities
With Ixia’s Security Fabric, creating a self-healing, highly
available security architecture has never been easier.
SUGGESTED PLATFORMS
iBypass

Fiber, 40G, SR, 50μm, QSFP+ Cages

iBypass VHD

High-density 12-segment 10Gbps Intelligent
Bypass Switch

10/100/1Gb
Copper Bypass
Switch

Copper Ethernet interfaces up to 1G

Vision
xStream 40

40GE visibility for fiber network monitoring tools

HIGH AVAILABILITY

Vision E40™
Vision E100

40GE and 100GE platforms for scalable, racklevel visibility

To reduce downtime even further and maximize resiliency,
you can deploy your security fabric with high availability

Vision ONE™

40GE all-in-one turnkey tool for lossless visibility
for both inline and out-of-band tools with an easyto-use web-interface.
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SECURITY TESTING

SCENARIO
Network security is a top concern of every enterprise. Each
computer with access to the Internet or offering a service
to the Internet must be protected from security threats. The
average cost of a breach is now over $4 million per incident,
a 29% increase since 2013 and 5% since last year.1
Malware security attacks take many forms: viruses, worms,
trojans, rootkits, spyware, malicious adware, scareware, and
lately, ransomware. These attacks often succeed with the
cooperation of computer users—through e-mail, Web pages,
FTP transfers, instant messaging, P2P file sharing, online
games, and careless software installation. Other attacks
happen just by virtue of being connected to the Internet:
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks against
company sites; vulnerability attacks against Web, e-mail,
FTP, and other services; and password-login attacks.
In addition to user education, enterprises use a variety of
network security devices to protect their sites and services.
These include:
• Firewalls – Filter access to a network based on IP
addresses and protocols. NG firewalls use DPI to filter
based on internal protocols and content.
• VPN gateways – Provide secure access to remote
employees and partners. These devices use IPsec
encryption to protect traffic from trusted sites.
• IDS/IPS systems – Protect against hacking. These
sophisticated devices recognize a wide range of unusual
network usage, looking for indications of misuse.
IDS systems notify administrators of possible breaches,
whereas IPS systems block access, often by
programming the firewall.
• URL filtering – Prevent access to suspect websites. These
devices watch all Web, FTP, and other access points and
prevent access to sites on a vendor-supplied list.
• Anti-malware, anti-spam gateways – Prevent malware
from entering the enterprise. These similar functions
look at the content of e-mail, Web, FTP, and other data
entering the enterprise. This type of prevention is often
also present on individual computer systems.
• Threat sandbox gateways – Verify data or files do not
contain malware by either executing or inspecting them
in a sandbox before letting them enter the network.
1. Ponemon Institute’s 2016 Cost of Data Breach Report, 2016
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• DLP gateways – Prevent valuable data from leaving the
enterprise. This appliance inspects traffic exiting the
enterprise, looking for proprietary or improper data sent
by deliberate user action or as a result of
malware attacks.
Many of these functions are now combined into a single
appliance, called a unified threat management (UTM)
system, or on a next-generation firewall (NGFW).

IXIA SOLUTIONS
Ixia offers a complete network test and assessment product
that measures security:
• Effectiveness – the ability to detect and prevent all
forms of attacks
• Accuracy – the ability to accurately perform its function,
without significant “false-positive” results
• Performance – the ability to enforce security
mechanisms while maintaining acceptable network
performance. Security enforcement mechanisms must
continue to pass good traffic even under the most
aggressive attacks.
The Ixia BreakingPoint ATI service provides comprehensive
intelligence for optimizing and hardening the resiliency
of IT infrastructures, including product updates, authentic
application protocols, real-world security attacks, and
responsive support:
• Known vulnerabilities – Over 37,000 known security
vulnerabilities, organized by type, are available. Attacks
are updated frequently to stay current with
hacker activity.
• Attack evasions – Attacks are frequently through the
by use of packet fragmentation and other sophisticated
techniques. Ixia applies evasions to known vulnerabilities
to increase effectiveness testing.
• Massive DDoS attacks – Simulate DDoS and botnet
attacks to measure cyber infrastructure resiliency. Ixia
uses its own test ports’ customized logic and scale to
mount large-scale DDoS attacks.
• Encryption – IPsec encryption is used in two ways.
Encryption with “good” traffic serves to measure VPN
gateway throughput. Encryption with “attack” traffic
tests security effectiveness and accuracy for attacks
delivered over secure connections.
• Multiplay traffic – Sends real-world, stateful traffic to
measure security appliance performance. This means
that the true, realistic performance, including QoE, of
security mechanisms can be measured—not just
raw throughput.
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SECURITY TESTING
FEATURES

OPTIONS

SUGGESTED APPLICATION

Known vulnerabilities

• Tens of thousands of known
vulnerabilities
• Over 360 simulated applications
• Bi-directional application
• Evasion techniques

BreakingPoint/
BreakingPoint VE
ATI Subscription

Continuous real-time data feeds to ensure
current application and threat intelligence at
all times

IxLoad/IxLoad VE

Highly scalable SSL and IPsec encryption
to validate the performance and scale of
security infrastructure
Uses the production network insight
captured in ATI Processor metadata to
bolster BreakingPoint traffic realism,
improving fault analysis and device/
architecture validation before deployment

DDoS

• 30+ attack types
• Virtually unlimited scale

Encryption

• IPsec
• SSL/TLS

TrafficREWINDTM

Multiplay traffic

•
•
•
•
•

SUGGESTED LOAD MODULES

Data
Voice
Video
City-scale subscribers
QoE measurements

In conjunction with Ixia’s hardware and other test
applications, Ixia offers a complete test solution for network
devices that provides functions other than security.
Ixia’s IxLoad–Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) is designed
to measure the performance of VPN gateways that are
used to connect organizations’ multiple sites and to
connect remote users to corporate networks. IPsec is also
used in 3G and 4G networks to protect communications
between handsets and internal wireless gateways.
IxLoad-IPsec tests the performance of VPN gateways of all
types in several ways:

PerfectStorm

Application traffic and security attacks
at 960Gbps with the load of 720 million
concurrent wired and wireless users from a
single 11U chassis

PerfectStorm ONE

Enterprise-ready portable appliance for
10/1GE real-world, high-stress testing with up
to 80Gbps of application traffic

CloudStorm

Cloud-scale, multi-terabit application
delivery and network security test platform

SUGGESTED CHASSIS
XGS12 Chassis

Industry’s highest 100/40/10GE port
densities in 11RU vertical rack space,
reducing space requirements and simplifying
management

XGS2 Chassis

Two-slot ultra–high–performance 3RU
Chassis

• Connections – How many site-to-site and user
connections can be concurrently supported?
• Connection rate – How rapidly can new connections
be established?
• Throughput – What is the maximum data rate that a
gateway can sustain?
• Interoperability – Can the gateway support the
numerous encryption and authentication protocols in
use today?

PerfectStorm

PerfectStorm ONE
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BreakingPoint

CloudStorm

XGS12

IxLoad

XGS2
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FA S T E R S E C U R I T Y B R E AC H D E T E C T I O N
SCENARIO
Cybersecurity is a top priority for almost every large
enterprise in the world today. With security breaches on
the rise and the threat posed to companies large and small,
network and security administrators are on the alert and
must keep systems safe from the twin threats of intruders
and malware. The good news is there are a growing number
of tools to address these risks.
However, as traffic continues to grow, much of it comes
from known bad IP address sites and geo-locations that
never need to hit your security tools. Plus, IT now spends an
increasing amount of time—and money—analyzing traffic
logs and flagging false positives.

IXIA SOLUTIONS

This proactive approach not only reduces unnecessary
traffic but increases IT productivity. By blocking known bad
IP addresses and unwanted geo-location traffic using the
most up-to-date information, ThreatARMOR boosts the
performance of your network security infrastructure. It also
eliminates the need for IT security administrators to spend
hours analyzing unwanted traffic and false positives. The ROI is
impressive: ThreatARMOR eliminates 30% of alert-generating
connection attempts and yields 15 times ROI in a single year.
SUGGESTED PLATFORM
ThreatARMOR

Ixia ThreatARMOR™ packs a powerful one-two punch
by protecting networks against malicious IP addresses
while alleviating the burden on time-strapped IT security
teams. To enhance the security performance of enterprise
networks, ThreatARMOR automatically eliminates known
bad IP addresses and unwanted geo-location traffic.
This enables network firewalls and intrusion prevention
systems (IPSs) to more efficiently focus on blocking
malware and identify threats from all other IP addresses.
Additionally, ThreatARMOR’s geo-blocking capabilities
scrub traffic from foreign countries off networks, thereby
preventing attacks from affecting network availability.
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JON OLTSIK

”

1U security appliance with inline blocking,
inline monitor-only, and out-of-band
monitor-only modes; always-on ATI cloud
security service

ESG Senior Principal Analyst and Founder ESG’s
Cybersecurity Service

What’s killing security is not technology, it’s operations.
Companies are looking for ways to reduce their overall operations
requirements and need easy-to-use, high-performance solutions,
like ThreatARMOR, to help them do that.
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Support

IXIA GLOBAL SUPPORT
We understand that you must deliver higher-quality, higherperforming products and services to market faster than ever
before. Ixia’s global support team is committed to helping
you successfully achieve these increasingly demanding
business requirements.
Key benefits and services we provide as part of your active
Ixia product support include:
• Getting best-practice advice and quick resolution of
product issues by accessing our technology and product
experts in global support centers strategically located
across APAC, EMEA, and North America through
whatever method best suits your team—via phone,
e-mail, or online
• Gaining direct hands-on assistance and local-language
support through field support teams in many regions
• Obtaining proactive assistance with your team’s ramp up
on new Ixia products and features
• Maximizing the capability and productivity of your Ixia
products to test new scenarios
• Reducing risk to your critical projects and time to market
through fast, expert support and managed escalation
processes to ensure responsive issue resolution
• Accessing expert automation advice and script
debugging assistance for your engineers
• Protecting your Ixia test system investment and
minimizing downtime with full-service hardware
repair (RMA) and rapid on-site interchange of fieldreplaceable hardware modules
• Maximizing the return on your Ixia solutions investment
through access to the latest software releases with all
new features, enhancements, and patches
• Accessing full support materials online at any time to
find answers and solutions in our extensive knowledge
base, download the latest software releases, manage
licensing, and access the latest product documentation
and release notes
• Upgrading to higher levels of support with our premium
support service, which offers many additional benefits
that include expedited hardware repair, increased access
and proactive support, customized support plans, and
quarterly reporting
The global support team is your advocate within Ixia and is key
to getting the most from your Ixia investment. Support team
members work seamlessly with your Ixia field sales managers,
system engineers, and all other Ixia teams to ensure that you
get what you need when you need it to be successful.
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IXIA PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
ENRICHING YOUR TEST-SOLUTION
EXPERIENCE
Service providers and enterprises frequently require
additional expertise to properly evaluate the performance
and interoperability of the multi-vendor devices and
systems that make up their networks.
Although critical to successful launches, testing is often
downplayed and frequently back-ended in project plans.
Even when testing needs are accommodated, sufficient
priority is often not given to test automation and full
integration of testing into the service delivery lifecycle
process. When proper testing is overlooked, performance
and QoS suffer. Test automation and integration into
a service delivery lifecycle are key to ensuring quality,
performance, and efficient time to market.
The Ixia professional services team of highly experienced
testing experts is here to help you achieve the optimal
testing solution for your unique requirements. We
understand that fast results will drive project success. From
project management, best-practice recommendations, and
training to full testing and automation services, we have a
robust set of service options that you can combine or use
independently.

COMPREHENSIVE INTEGRATED TEST
SOLUTIONS

• Project management – An experienced Ixia project
manager manages your test effort from start to finish. All
aspects of a proper QA process—test plan development,
personnel and equipment allocation, test development,
automation, regression, and reporting—are actively
monitored and documented.
• Test process optimization – Solutions targeted to your
specific test needs help you get the most out of your Ixia
test equipment and applications. We help you focus on
what, when, and where to test and include
trend analysis.
• Test automation – Enables you to perform costeffective, efficient, and repeatable lifecycle testing that
enables you to deliver top-quality products. Automation
speeds testing from days to hours. Automation also
helps you meet shipping and deployment deadlines.

INDUSTRY-LEADING TESTING RESIDENT
EXPERTISE

• Testing solution experts – With your resources at a
premium, Ixia can provide you with critical access to
trained experts to assist on urgent and late product
development testing, customer PoCs, real-world solution
demonstrations, and test lab setup, development, and
ongoing maturation.
• Jumpstart training – Provides personalized, on-site
training. We take two days to introduce your team to Ixia
products, followed by three days focusing on using Ixia
products for your testing requirements. You will receive
specific use examples that can be replicated for
future projects.

TAAS

• Provides efficient, robust, and cost-effective testing
services to your organization
• Packages industry standard test plans, reports, and
methodologies that can be applied to various aspects of
an infrastructures’ lifecycle
• Addresses the needs of QA labs and IT departments, as
well as pre-and post-production networks and systems
for service providers, enterprises, and NEMs
• Bundles solutions (hardware, software, and services) to
leverage our testing expertise along with our best-ofmarket testing products

CYBER SECURITY TAAS
Ixia Cyber Range training has been developed with an
emphasis on real-world operations and self-enabling your
security team.
The objective is to instruct students on how to conduct
offensive and defensive operations, taking into account
personnel roles and responsibilities in a Cyber Range
environment. Learning modules cover offensive operations,
including attack and exploit vectors and target simulations;
defensive operations from a network/security operations
centers (NOC/SOC) perspective; and lab exercises.

• Strategic placement – Testing is integrated into the
service delivery release lifecycle.
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WE MAKE NETWORKS

STRONGER

IXIA WORLDWIDE

IXIA EUROPE

IXIA ASIA PACIFIC

26601 W. AGOURA ROAD
CALABASAS, CA 91302

CLARION HOUSE, NORREYS DRIVE
MAIDENHEAD SL6 4FL
UNITED KINGDOM

101 THOMSON ROAD,
#29-04/05 UNITED SQUARE,
SINGAPORE 307591

SALES +44.1628.408750
(FAX) +44.1628.639916

SALES +65.6332.0125
(FAX) +65.6332.0127

(TOLL FREE NORTH AMERICA)
1.877.367.4942
(OUTSIDE NORTH AMERICA)
+1.818.871.1800
(FAX) 1.818.871.1805
www.ixiacom.com
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